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Kurt Schwitters (Hanover, 1887 - Kendal, UK, 1948) coined the term Merz in 1919. It appeared for the 

first time in a collage, now lost, that he exhibited at the Der Sturm gallery in Berlin, epicenter of 

German Expressionism. He had embraced collage greatly due to his friendship with Hans Arp. At the 

end of 1918, he made contact with Dada Berlin, although he was quickly rejected after publishing a 

book of poetry titled Anna Blume, its allegedly Romantic tone receiving a public repulse in the group’s 

almanac. Following this act of intransigence, Schwitters retired to Hanover to fight the revolution on 

his own, creating a Dadaist group of which he was the only member. 

 

Apart from dedicating himself to his collages and other avant-garde output, in 1924 he founded his 

own advertising agency, the Merzwerbezentrale. By then, the word Merz had become a part of his 

entire production, both artistic and commercial. According to the artist, the word was revealed to him 

after tearing up a sheet of paper of the Kommerz und Privatbank. One of the fragments read Merz, and 

Schwitters saw a whole new aesthetic conception opening up before his eyes. In his collages he 

employed fragments of different materials: he used torn pieces of paper, sweet wrappers or old bus 

tickets, useless materials which he rescued and gave a new life as works of art. In the same way, he 

found that the syllable “merz”, freed from the company of “Kom”, could become a completely new 

word, open to all the meanings he could think of. His sensitivity as a poet always ran parallel to his 

sensitivity as a visual artist. 

 

A small display of Schwitters’ work can be seen until mid-February at Fundación Juan March’s 

exhibitions at the Spanish Museum of Abstract Art in Cuenca. At the end of the corridor which serves 

as en axis to the show there is a small room which is like an island. On approaching it, one begins to 

hear a soundtrack made of short and monotonous noises, as indecipherable from a distance as when 

one is close-up. At the entrance to the dark room at the end of the corridor, we discover that the 

sound belongs to the Ursonate, or Primitive Sonata, on which Schwitterts worked from 1922. In this 

long musical poem, Schwitters took Dada’s program to its ultimate consequences. The onomatopoeias 

that come from the speakers can be followed on the walls through a reproduction of a 1932 edition of 

the piece. A stanza composed of four verses that read “Bumm bimbimm bamm bimbimm” is followed 

by another of “Bemm bemm”, and, further down, “Tatta tatta tuutaa too” and “Tatta tatta tuiiEe 

tuiiEe”. The poem is read by a female and a masculine voice, sometimes alone, sometimes in unison. 
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Perhaps it would be too much to speak of “choruses”, not to mention “arias.” This is music before the 

conception of music itself. 

 

In its strive to break free from tradition, one of the characteristics of the avant-garde was to search for 

models of imitation in remote times and places. Once the Oriental world, the Middle Ages, African and 

Oceanic art, Roman and archaic Greece had been explored and exploited, the only leap back in time 

that remained was to the night of time. That is where Schwitter’s sonata comes from, from an 

impossible attempt to travel to a time before music, when humankind was beginning to understand 

that sounds could be harmonically combined, but before it had occurred to them that they could use 

the trunk of a tree to produce instruments. In the adjacent room there is a poster designed by 

Schwitters and Theo van Doesburg announcing a Dadaist soirée, in which this poem was probably 

recited. Though it stills perplexes us today, it is difficult to imagine the impact something like this could 

have provoked in 1925. 

 

In the exhibition, Schwitter’s collages hang next to examples of his graphic designs, in an attempt to 

soften the borders that have traditionally separated his purely aesthetic achievements from his work 

in the field of applied arts. It might be more tempting to think of Schwitters as a kind of double agent –

a perfect employee in the mornings, a revolutionary artist in the evenings– than as someone who 

found pleasure in his “other” job. There were, no doubt, avant-garde artists who had tedious but 

productive jobs that allowed them to write poems that no one read or paint pictures that no one 

bought. In the case of Schwitters, though, the one wasn’t a obstacle for the other. We’re not talking of 

a banker or a civil servant, but of a graphic designer. It is absurd to pretend for an artist –a very original 

one, in this case– not to employ his visual sensibility for jobs that so greatly depend on their visual 

appearance as advertising or design. 

 

Perhaps Schwitter’s most ambitious project in the field of design was the journal Merz, of which he 

published twenty-four numbers between 1923 and 1932. It allowed his work to circulate amongst 

European avant-garde circles, as well as serving to promote foreign artists such as Theo van Doesburg 

or El Lissitzky. His designs included typography, and number 11 of Merz was dedicated entirely to it, 

including a kind of manifesto. To illustrate his theories, he published five pages of advertisements for 

Pelikan products, which was manufactured by the Hanover firm Günther Wagner. It was this company 

that subsidized the edition of Merz, and provided capital for the creation of Schwitters’ 

Merzwerbezentrale. 

 

His first designs were innovative but somewhat inefficient, serving pure typographical innovation more 

than clarity. Throughout the years, Schwitters would establish hierarchies amongst the elements in the 

text and favour comprehension over aesthetic audacity. He was no doubt receptive to the influence of 

Van Doesburg and Bauhaus, like in the extraordinary posters he designed for the promotion of 

Hanover’s theatres. Schwitters received this commission from the Hanover City Council, which would 

become one of his most important clients. Who could imagine that the radical artist who recited 

absurd poetry in Dadaist soirées would become the same man who advocated for his fellow citizens’ 

civic responsibility? In a campaign for the local streetcars, we see one of his designs illustrating the 

following slogan: “Distracted conductors might not see you there; assuming you are honest, you’ll pay 

them your fare.” 

 

Schwitters could hardly imagine that in only five year’s time his recognition would turn into public 

repulse. In the exhibition there are two posters hanging next to each other than illustrate this very 



 

 

well: on the left, a great sheet of printed paper with a programme of the activities of Hanover’s 

theatres for May 1932, designed by Schwitters in his by then typically modern, precise style; on the 

right, a poster from 1937 with similar information printed in gothic typeface. One does not understand 

the presence of this second poster until we read the explanatory text: in 1934, the City Council had 

ended its relationship with Schwitters, who had become a suspicious artist. His works would soon be 

shown at the exhibitions of degenerate art. The aesthetical and intellectual breach between the two 

posters is equivalent to the one separating the rationalist designs of Bauhaus and the front cover of 

the editions of Mein Kampf. 

 

Schwitters would eventually flee to Norway and, later, England. During a decade he had achieved a 

healthy harmony between his artistic and professional activities. The exhibition at the Museum of 

Spanish Abstract Art reveals how the two fields were not incompatible; much on the contrary, both 

served the artist’s aesthetical renovation. Schwitters made number 20 of Merz coincide with a 

retrospective exhibition of his work, for which the journal served as a catalogue. In it, all the works 

appeared listed and priced, and he included a part dedicated to his advertisements, offering his 

services to whoever was interested. With a century of modern art behind us, it’s easy to see this as an 

act of cynicism, a premonition, perhaps, of the artist-brand of today. I would rather see this as the 

same honest search for recognition of one’s work as Fortunato Depero’s manifesto “Need of Self-

Publicity”, published that same year. 

 

Schwitters was able to dedicate himself to the radical art he believed in without having to renounce to 

a satisfactory professional career. He was not the prototype of the artist forced to work in a bourgeois 

job uniquely to make a living: whoever observes his posters cannot deny their powerful creative force. 

Schwitters’ was not the double life of other avant-garde artists. It is not difficult to see in the 

combination of his professional and artistic careers an ideal way of life. 

 

Kurt Schwitters. Avant-garde and Advertising. Spanish Museum of Abstract Art. Canónigos s/n, 

Cuenca. Until 15 February. 

 

 
Postcard for Merzwerberzentrale, 1925-27. (Merill C. Berman collection) 

The slogan reads: “Die gute Reklame ist billig” [Good advertising is cheap] 
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